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The Knight 
 
The Knight is part of a feudal system trading freedom for protection in a grand, violent pyramid scheme. 
 
Inherent—Elite 
• You got the best combat training and experience available. For morale, you gain +2 to Commitment 

to keep fighting, and +2 to Charm to keep others fighting. For tricks in combat, you gain the ability to 
spend a single Awesome Point to raise a single combat roll by 2 once per arena (after rolling). 

 
Limitation—Obligation 
• You are meshed in a net of family alliances, feudal trades of services and funds for lands, and 

requirements that you protect those who generate your livelihood, the ones below you in the feudal 
structure. You cannot operate independently and have honor in the eyes of your peers, family, and 
culture. 

 
Levels Starting Equipment Attribute +/- Experience 

1st   Elite 
2nd  Leader 
3rd   Champion 
4th   Lord/Lady 

Heavy armor, heavy weapon, tabard 
with heraldry, intimidating helmet, 
signet ring. 
 
Starting Coin: 2d10 gold, 1d12 
silver. 

Up to 5: -2 
6-8: -1 
9-11: 0 

12-13: +1 
14-15: +2 
16-17: +3 
18-19: +4 

20: +5

      
      

Awesome Points 
used. 
 
Party levels up 
when everyone has 
spent 12 AP. 

 
Available Talents 
 
• Armor Skill. Constant ability. Armor grants +1 Armor Class more than it normally would, and 

counts as 1 load lighter (minimum 0 loads.) 
 
• Shield Skill. Constant ability. Shield grants +1 Armor Class, and also can take 1 hit more than a 

shield of its type (2 hits for a light shield, 3 for a heavy shield) before disintegrating. 
 
• Command Skill. Constant ability. You are accustomed to giving orders, measuring others to 

determine their true capacity, and gaining trust. +1 Charm for leadership rolls, whatever the attribute. 
(Brawn to command brutes, Cunning to devise plans to gain or keep command, Daring to deal with 
intimidation, Commitment not to fall back, Charm to manipulate, Awareness to judge character, etc.) 

 
• Logistician. Constant ability. You understand that wars may be affected by valor and strength, but 

they are won with supply lines, equipment, and efficient travel. On a personal level, you can pack a 
load to reduce it by 1 heavy item effectively. On a group level, you can increase a group’s travel time 
by 1/5. On an army level, you can either increase a column’s speed by 1/5 or increase its carrying 
capacity by 1/5. 

 
• Politician. Constant ability. You can see past the immediate consequences to the long-term 

implications of political and military decisions. You speak the special code of politics, understand and 
offer veiled threats and promises, and think one thing while saying another. Gain +2 to Awareness 
and Charm when understanding or dealing with political situations. 
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Alternative Adventuring Goals 
1. Your lands are granted by a lord that feuds with the rest of your family. Make peace between them. 
2. You send troops to one of your lords, you support another; end their war before fighting your troops. 
3. The one you love is not an advantageous political match. Find a way to marry anyway. 
4. Your family supported the loser of the recent civil war. Protect them from the consequences. 
5. Your pious family supports the church. Corruption in the church threatens your honor. Fix it quietly. 
6. Your rival is granted a patch of land in the middle of yours by your lord. Arrange for his disfavor. 
7. If you hosted a tournament, that would raise your family’s esteem. It won’t be easy or cheap. 
8. You will be a Duke. That involves gaining prestige with the royal family. Stop at nothing to do so. 
9. Raised by a rival noble house as an exchange prisoner, you must gain the trust of your own family. 
10. Your domain is rebellious and discontented. Quell all dissent and make them productive.  


